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Franco-Prussian War) and therefore a wholly misleading year for 1902-1905
the purpose in hand.	Age 49~63
Many public men doubtless knew, or had at some time known,
all these things. Given time and opportunity they could exhume
them from books of reference or from the vaults of recollection.
Asquith alone could produce them infaJlibly, effortlessly and
on the instant, with deadly results to any sophism or inaccuracy
into which his opponents were betrayed. He had indeed perforce
to lean somewhat heavily on this accomplishment during his
campaign. For him exhaustive research, elaborate preparation
were out of the question. A large practice at the Bar absorbed
the hours from 10 to 4 p.m. during the sittings of the Courts.
Attendance at the House and preparation of the next day's
briefs made heavy drafts on the residue. Meanwhile the series
of speeches in which he pursued his joust with Chamberlain were
delivered mainly from provincial platforms in time stolen from
these exacting engagements in London. Such conditions compel a
large measure of improvisation. It is the more surprising that his
Free Trade addresses exhibit an order, an architecture, a literary
finish which suggests the consumption of midnight oil and enables
them still to be read with enjoyment. His audiences found in them
no claptrap, no appeals to sentiment: but brute reason, tempered
by grace of language and salted with humour has an attraction of
its own. Campbell-Bannerman's recognition of their value was
typically generous. " Wonderful speeches/' he wrote in November
1903. " How can these fellows ever have gone wrong ? " and
endorsed the general verdict that no one had done so much to defeat
Chamberlain as Asquith.
m
The fiscal battle went through two phases. In the first, which
extended from May to mid-September 1903, Chamberlain was still
a, member of the Government and submitted to some at least of the
restraints of office. After making his new profession of faith in two
or three tentative speeches, marked by a crescendo of confidence
and definition, he reluctantly embraced the vows of silence for the
time being wrung by Mr. Balfour from his colleagues. In the
second phase which- stretched from October 1903 on, silence along
with the other trammels of party discipline was thrown to the winds,
and he plunged unleashed into his flaming propaganda. During the
autumn he spoke at Glasgow, Greenock, Newcastle, Tynemouth,
and Liverpool, His first revolutionary pronouncement had left

